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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The Ford F-Series is a series of trucks marketed
and manufactured by Ford. In production since , the F-Series is a range of light-duty trucks
marketed as full-size pickup trucks , [1] slotted above the compact Ford Ranger in the Ford
truck model range. Since , the F-Series also includes the heavier-duty Super Duty series, which
includes pickup trucks, chassis cab trucks , and medium-duty trucks. The most popular version
of the F-Series is the F, now in its fourteenth generation. The best-selling pickup truck in the
United States since the highest-selling vehicle overall since ; [2] [3] the F-Series is also the
best-selling vehicle in Canada. The F-series platform has underpinned several sport utility
vehicles, including the Ford Bronco , Ford Expedition and Lincoln Navigator. The
first-generation F-Series pickup known as the Ford Bonus-Built was introduced in as a
replacement for the previous car-based pickup line introduced in The F-Series was sold in eight
different weight ratings, with pickup, panel truck, cab-over engine COE , conventional truck, and
school bus chassis body styles.. For the model year, Ford introduced a second generation of
the F-Series trucks. Increased dimensions, improved engines, and an updated chassis were
features of the second generation. In another change, the model nomenclature of the F-Series
was expanded to three numbers; this remains in use in the present day. Centered around a
wraparound windshield, the cab was given new doors, a redesigned dashboard, and an optional
panoramic rear window. In line with Ford cars, the F-Series offered seat belts as an option.
Introduced in , the third generation F-series was a significant modernization and redesign. Front
fenders became integrated into the body, and the new Styleside bed continued the smooth lines
to the rear of the pickup. The cab-over F-Series was discontinued, having been replaced by the
tilt-cab C-Series. Ford introduced a dramatically new style of pickup in with the fourth
generation F-Series. Longer and lower than its predecessors, these trucks had increased
dimensions and new engine and gearbox choices. Additionally, the â€” models offered an
optional unibody design with the cab and bed integrated. The unibody proved unpopular, and
Ford discontinued the option after the model year. In , the F-Series was given a significant
mid-cycle redesign. Additionally, the Ranger name made its first appearance in on a Ford
pickup; previously the Ranger denoted a base model of the Edsel but starting in , it would be
used to denote a high-level styling package for F-Series pickups. Introduced in , the fifth
generation F-series pickup was built on the same platform as the revision of the fourth
generation. Dimensions and greenhouse glass were increased, engine options expanded, and
plusher trim levels became available during the fifth generation's production run. The sixth
generation F-series was introduced in This version of the F-series continued to be built on the
fourth generation's revised platform, but with significant modernization and refinements,
including front disc brakes, increased cabin dimensions, full double wall bed construction and
increased use of galvanized steel. In , the F was introduced in between the F and the F in order
to avoid certain emission control restrictions. For , square headlights replaced the previous
models' round ones on higher trim package models, such as Lariat and Ranger, and in became
standard equipment. Also for , the Ford Bronco was redesigned into a variant of the F-series

pickup. The seventh-generation F-Series was introduced for , marking the first ground-up
redesign of the model line since Alongside an all-new chassis, the pickup trucks received a
completely new body. While distinguished by straighter body lines, the aerodynamics of the
exterior were optimized to improve fuel economy. Sharing their cab structure with F-Series
pickup trucks, medium-duty trucks F through F underwent their first redesign since The
powertrain line of this generation underwent multiple revisions through its production. At its
launch, the engine line was largely carried over from While the 7. For , a 3. For , to improve the
fuel efficiency of the model line, the M-Series engines the 5. In response to low demand and
poor performance, the 4. For the F and F, a 6. For , a "H. The 5. The 4. In line with the previous
generation, the SuperCab and 4-door crew cab made their return in and , respectively. For the
first time, a dual rear-wheel version of the F was offered as a pickup truck. For , Ford revised the
badging of the model line, replacing the "FORD" hood lettering with the Ford Blue Oval grille
emblem, a design that remains in use on all F-Series trucks today except the Raptor. The same
year, the Ranger trims was dropped; the name shifted to the Ford Ranger compact pickup
replacing the Ford Courier. After 30 years as the smallest F-Series truck, the F was dropped
after , eliminating model overlap with the F and payload overlap with the Ranger. This
generation would be the final version of the F-Series to offer a 3-speed column-shifted manual
transmission; it is also the second-to-last vehicle sold in the United States with this
configuration. The eighth-generation F-Series was introduced for as a major revision of the â€”
generation. While the cab was carried over, many body panels were revised, including a
completely new front fascia; the interior also underwent a redesign. The long-running Flareside
bed design was retired, with all examples produced with Styleside beds. Following the
transition of the 5. The same year, the 6. Following the discontinuation of the 3-speed manual, a
5-speed manual became standard equipment a 4-speed remained a special-order option until
For , an E4OD 4-speed automatic overdrive version of the C6 heavy-duty 3-speed was
introduced. The ninth-generation F-Series was introduced for as the second redesign of the
F-Series architecture. Adapting design elements from the newly introduced Explorer and
redesigned E-Series and Ranger, the F-Series received a slightly lower hoodline, rounding the
front fenders, bumper, and grille. Coinciding with a redesign of the interior, the F-Series
received a driver-side airbag. After a six-year hiatus, the FlareSide bed made its return,
becoming a sub-model of the F To appeal to younger buyers, the bodywork of the FlareSide bed
was modernized, adapting the fenders of a dual rear-wheel F to a single rear-wheel chassis. To
commemorate the 75th anniversary of the first Ford factory-produced truck the Ford Model TT ,
Ford offered a 75th anniversary package on its F-series, consisting of a stripe package, an
argent colored step bumper, and special 75th anniversary logos. For a turbocharger became
available on the 7. In the middle of the model year referred to as " While sharing its
predecessor's displacement, the engine was an entirely new design. For the model year, the
ninth generation was gradually phased out of production; the F was replaced by the
tenth-generation F-Series see below , with the F rebranded as the F Heavy Duty and F remaining
in production. For the model year, Ford made a substantial change to the F-Series range of
trucks, splitting its pickup line into two vehicle families. From the s to the s, pickup trucks had
transitioned in usage. Alongside vehicles designed exclusively for work use, the market
segment saw a major increase in demand for dual-purpose vehicles for both work and personal
use, effectively serving as a second car. To further expand its growing market share, Ford
sought to develop vehicles for both types of buyers, repackaging the F in a more contemporary
design as a larger version of the Ranger while retaining the heavier-duty F and F for customers
interested in a work-use vehicle. The tenth-generation F-Series was introduced in January as a
model. The model line was marketed alongside its predecessor, pared down to the FHD and F;
for , these were replaced by the Super Duty trucks. In the most extensive redesign of the
F-Series in 17 years, [ according to whom? Sharing only the transmissions with its predecessor,
the F received a range of engines new to the F-Series, including a 4. Distinguished by its
rounded exterior, the tenth generation was again offered in standard-cab and extended-cab
SuperCab configurations. To improve rear-seat access, a rear-hinged third door curbside was
introduced for the SuperCab; following its popularity, the SuperCab received a fourth door for
The SVT Lightning made its return for , powered by a supercharged version of the 5. Sharing the
front bodywork of the Lincoln Navigator SUV and the same cab and chassis as the F
SuperCrew, the Blackwood was designed with a model-exclusive bed and was sold only in
black. Due to very poor sales, the model line was discontinued after While remaining part of the
F-Series, the Super Duty trucks were designed with a different chassis, powertrain, and body
design, as they are developed for heavier-duty work use. For the model year, the F was
redesigned on an all-new platform. The new platform starts off with a fully boxed in frame and
introduced rear shocks to mount outside of the frame for decreased wheel hop and improved

ride quality. This new body style kept the fully independent front suspension introduced in the
last generation but added vacuum driven front wheel hubs for the 4 wheel drive versions. The
previous generation had full time connected front axles. The improvement saves fuel and by
default goes into a wheel locked position. Should a failure occur in the vacuum solenoid,
system, or hoses the wheel hub defaults to a 4wd position to keep from leaving a driver
stranded. Internally, a 3-valve version of the 5. Externally, the eleventh-generation model was
different from its predecessor, with sharper-edged styling; a major change was the adoption of
the stepped driver's window from the Super Duty trucks. Regardless of cab type, all Fs were
given four doors, with the rear doors on the regular cab providing access to behind-the-seat
storage. Ford also introduced additional variants of the F The FX4 Off-Road package available
since the model year became its own trim level. In late for the model year, the Super Duty trucks
were given an all-new platform. While using the same bed and cabin as before, these are
distinguished from their predecessors by an all-new interior and a much larger grille and head
lamps. Previously available only as a chassis-cab model, the F now was available as a pickup
directly from Ford. The twelfth generation F was introduced for the model year as an update of
the Ford full-size truck platform. Similar to its predecessor, these trucks are distinguished by
their Super Duty-style grilles and head lamps; standard cab models again have two-doors
instead of four. A new model for included the SVT Raptor, a dedicated off-road pickup. In Ford
shifted its electronics from a GEM General electric module based to the computerized and
programmable BCM Body Control Module , allowing for fewer parts differences and
programmable upgrade options from the dealer or factory. In Ford reintroduced the 5. As part of
a major focus on fuel economy, the entire engine lineup for the F was updated for the model
year. Along with the new V8 engine, the F gained a new 3. An automatic transmission is the only
option. A recent study conducted by iSeeCars. The thirteenth-generation Ford F-Series was
introduced for the model year. Largely previewed by the Ford Atlas concept vehicle at the
Detroit Auto Show, the new design marked several extensive changes to the F-Series design. In
the interest of fuel economy, Ford designers reduced curb weight of the F by nearly pounds,
without physically altering its exterior footprint. To allow for such a massive weight reduction,
nearly every body panel was switched from steel to aluminum with the exception of the firewall ;
the frame itself remains high-strength steel. The F was the first pickup truck with adaptive
cruise control , which uses radar sensors on the front of the vehicle to maintain a set following
distance between it and the vehicle ahead of it, decreasing speed if necessary. The 3. While the
6. For , the F shifted from the long-running 3-bar design used on Ford trucks to the 2-bar design
that debuted on the Super Duty model line. The powertrain underwent several revisions, as the
3. The fourteenth-generation Ford F-Series was introduced for the model year through a live
presentation streamed over the Internet on June 25, The powertrain line is largely carried over
from the previous generation, with a 3. Along with exterior design changes to enhance
aerodynamics, many changes were made to the interior, adding fold-flat front seats and larger
touchscreens including a digital instrument panel ; [23] as an option, Active Drive Assist will be
offered as a driver-assistance system. A new F Raptor was announced in January , and features
a 3. Throughout its production, variants of the Ford F-Series has been produced to attract
buyers. While these variants primarily consist of trim packages, others are high-performance
versions while other variants were designed with various means of improving functionality. For
into part of the model year, the Ford F-Series was offered with a third body configuration,
integrating the Styleside bed with the cab. With the pickup bed stampings welded directly to the
cab before both assemblies were mounted to the frame, the design simplified the assembly and
paint process the configuration was similar to that of the Ford Ranchero. Following a poor
market reception, the unibody pickup bed design was withdrawn during the model year. From to
, Ford offered several Special option packages for the F-Series, typically designed for owners
with specific uses for their vehicles. For , the Camper Special option package was introduced;
designed for owners of slide-in truck campers , the option package featured pre-wiring for the
camper, heavy-duty transmission and engine cooling, and a larger alternator. For , Ford
introduced the Contractor's Special , and Farm and Ranch Special , which featured toolboxes
and heavier-duty suspension. The Explorer Special was introduced as a lower-priced variant of
the Ranger trim. The "Trailer Special" was offered as well with trailer brake, heavy-duty radiator,
transmission cooler, and tow hitch. In , the Special option packages were withdrawn as part of
the F-Series redesign, while a number of features continued as stand-alone options; the
Explorer continued as a variant of the Ranger trim through the model year. Sold from to on the
Ford F XLT Lariat, the Nite special edition was an monochromatic option package, featuring
black paint and trim with a multicolor accent stripe. For , it was exclusive to the regular-cab F;
for , it was available on all bodystyles of the F and introduced on the Ford Bronco. The Nite
edition was available with two-wheel drive or four-wheel drive with either the 5. For , Ford

introduced the Eddie Bauer trim level for the F Intended as a competitor for the Chevrolet SS ,
the SVT Lightning was derived from the F; to improve its handling, extensive modifications were
made to the front and rear suspension and frame. While slower in acceleration than the GMC
Syclone , the Lightning retained nearly all of the towing and payload capacity of a standard Ford
F After a three-year hiatus, Ford released a second generation of the SVT Lightning for the
model year. In line with its â€” predecessor, the second-generation Lightning was based on the
F with a number of suspension modifications; in a design change, all examples were produced
with a FlareSide bed. In place of a model-specific engine, the second-generation was powered
by a supercharged version of the 5. For the redesign of the Ford F, the SVT Lightning was not
included, leaving as the final year for the model line. From to , the Harley-Davidson Edition was
an option package available on the F Primarily an appearance package featuring
monochromatic black trim, from to , the edition included a slightly detuned version of the
supercharged 5. After , the option package adopted many of the options featured from the
Platinum trim level, featuring leather seating produced from materials reserved for
Harley-Davidson biker jackets. For , the Harley-Davidson Edition was replaced by the Limited
trim level, retaining a monochromatic exterior appearance shifting past motorcycle-themed trim.
While a road-legal vehicle, many design modifications of the Raptor were made to improve its
off-road capability, with the vehicle featuring a model-exclusive suspension with long-travel
springs and shocks. The Raptor shares only its cab with a standard F; to accommodate its
larger tires, the Raptor is fitted with wider front fenders, hood, and pickup bed. A six-speed
automatic is the sole transmission paired with both engines. After a two-year hiatus, the
second-generation Ford Raptor the SVT prefix was removed was introduced for the model year.
Derived from the thirteenth-generation F-Series , the Ford Raptor shifted to an aluminum body.
Again produced as a high-performance off-road vehicle, the Raptor is produced in SuperCab
and SuperCrew configurations, with long-travel suspension specific to the vehicle. As a design
theme, the second-generation Raptor does not carry a Ford Blue Oval grille badge, instead
spelling out "Ford" across the grille. To improve fuel economy and reduce weight, the 6. For ,
Ford made upgrades to enhance the off-road capability of the Raptor series truck line. The new
shocks auto adjust the suspension's compression dampening based on the terrain via a live
sensor electrically controlled solenoid valves. This new Terrain Management System works with
sensors in the body to adjust as the truck is driving. The new Trail control for also adds
adaptive cruise control for off-road use. Ford also added an optional Blue Accent Package with
Recaro front racing seats for the model year. In , Ford's marketing department leveraged a
partnership with the ,acre King Ranch in south Texas, which is the largest ranch in both Texas
and the United States and which operates a large fleet of Ford trucks. The truck was
emblazoned with the King Ranch's Running W brand and upholstered in saddle leather. It was
the industry's first full-size lightweight pickup truck with a full rear passenger compartment and
4 full-size doors, becoming the SuperCrew cab. Along with the Limited and Platinum, the King
Ranch continues to comprise the luxury end of the F spectrum. Introduced for , Platinum is a
luxury-oriented trim of the Ford F Effectively replacing the Lincoln Mark LT in the United States
and Canada [32] though its production continued through in Mexico , the Platinum adopted
many of the luxury features and content from the Mark LT with more subdued exterior styling
the Platinum was fitted with an eggcrate grille similar to early models of the Ford Expedition.
Until , the Platinum trim was an add-on package to a Super Duty that was ordered as a Lariat.
For the model year, Ford introduced the Tremor model of the F The Tremor was released as a
high-performance sport truck for street truck enthusiasts. The interior uses a console-mounted
shifter, custom bucket seats and a flow-through center console not found in any other F The
Tremor is available in both 4x2 and 4x4. Both options feature an electronic locking rear
differential and customized suspension. There were 2, Tremors built. In June , Ford announced
the unnamed fully-electric F was to begin production within two years of the introduction of the
F; i. For most of its production, the F-Series was sold in a medium-duty conventional truck
configuration alongside the traditional pickup trucks. Prior to the introduction of the Ford
C-Series tilt-cab, the medium-duty range was offered as both a conventional and in a COE
cabover configuration. Following the introduction of the fifth-generation F-Series in , the
medium-duty trucks were designed separately from the pickup truck range. Although remaining
part of the F-Series range, the medium-duty trucks shared only the cab and interior with the
F-Series pickup trucks. Since , the cab design has changed only in and in The medium-duty
F-Series served as the donor platform for the B-Series cowled bus chassis produced from to
Produced primarily for school bus bodies, the B-Series was discontinued as part of the sale of
the Ford heavy-truck line to Freightliner in Above its medium-duty truck ranges, the Ford
F-Series was used as a heavy-truck chassis during its early production. In , Ford debuted its
"Big Job" line, denoting the F-8 conventional. Although based on an all-new chassis and

separate bodywork, the cab was sourced from the F-Series. In , Ford introduced the L-Series
"Louisville" line of conventional trucks, moving all heavy truck development away from the
F-Series. For , the panel van was discontinued, largely replaced by the Econoline compact van.
While no longer produced for retail sale, the E-Series still shares its engines and transmission
with the Ford Super Duty trucks. Both are available in LHD only. There is a strong grey market
presence of Ford F-Series trucks around the world, most notably in Europe, China, South Korea,
and Australia, and usually driven by wealthy car enthusiasts, as the higher end trim models are
the most sought-after versions. F single, super cab and crew cab are available with short and
long bed. The F Raptor is available, too. In Australia, Ford F-series trucks are imported and
converted to right-hand drive by several Australian importers, mostly by the Harrison Motoring
Group, which as become the largest importer of F-Series vehicles in the Southern Hemisphere.
The addition of the 3. The truck won the San Felipe eight times between and Ford also won the
Manufacturers' Championship in and In , Ford announced its entrance into the Baja class-eight
race for moderately modified, full-size pickups. However, the pickup was unable to finish due to
a catch-up crash with another car in the middle of the road during stage seven. Mead crossed
the finish line in Buenos Aires and won the "super production" class, the first North American
class win in Dakar history. Campillay was unable to finish the 12th stage after losing time due to
mechanical failure during the 11th stage, which led to his disqualification for failing to reach the
race camp by the designated deadline. The Ford F is commonly used as a police truck. Other
common police uses include equipping the truck with cages for animal control or using them to
transport mounted units or police boats. The Ford F has won numerous awards; in alone, it
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owned! With still runs great! I use it daily and I take it on a monthly 8 hour round trip drive to
Drill and never had a single problem, I got lucky with mine since I bought it for 2 grand. I love
driving stick shift and the 4. I currently get about 22 on highway and 15 in town. My dad really
like my pick up that he bought one for himself and my brother. All of our fords have well over
and we trust them dearly. About a month ago I bought my second f for my wife while Im gone
for 6 months, she had 92 Chevy Silverado but we started having trust issues with it since it
overheated. I have had Chevy, dodge and Ford trucks from half tons to 1 tons and this model f
has been the most reliable and trustworthy truck I have ever owned. I bought this truck with k
on it. I love this truck! It's handsome, incredibly dependable, and comfortable. I had purchased
one new a model almost identical to this one. I regretted that day ever since. After much
searching, I found one just like my old one. Same color white , same body style, sport package,
same drivetrain 4. With k miles on it, it runs and drives just like my new one did. The guy I
bought it from used it to pull heavy trailers, so I replaced the clutch because the old one was
showing signs of wear. They were making room for models. Had electronic console problem but
fixed under warranty. Then later in years had recurrent problem with electronics, that local
shops would keep replacing GEM to fix temporarily. Finally took it to dealer and they found a
leak in the windshield seal that was allowing water into fuse box and GEM. Once that was fixed,
no more issues!! Mechanically, AC, transmission always have worked great. Plan to keep on
driving for years to come. I bought this truck new in with 27 miles on it. It has the 5. It was
repaired and I still drive this truck today. It has , miles on it. Last year I had the front end gone
through, replaced a few bushings. I still get an average 18 MPG at highway speeds. This has to
be the best of the best. You can ask anyone that has owned a F and they will tell you that
nothing compares. I have owned many cars, trucks, and vans over the years, but the F is by far
the best one! My truck is 11 years old now and is in mint condition. I just do regular
maintenance and the truck just never stops running. It is very reliable and easy to work on. I
have used it as a daily commuter and the other day I decided to take it off roading and it
handled the ruff terrain very well. Before I bought the truck, I drove my Dad's F one day while
visiting and ever since that moment I have been in love. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the F View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by:
All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. I missed my old one! Approaching 9 Years and
Still Going Items per page:. Write a review See all Fs for sale. Sponsored cars related to the F
Sign Up. It's a 4x4. It has leather seats it's a four door. It gets 19 miles per gallon. It is very fun to
drive. The name FORD speaks for itself. It has , miles on it. Replacements made since owning it.
Fuel pump, radiator, alternator, universal joints, thermostat. Ford has yet to prove to me that
they are reliable because they are money investors.. The only good thing about Ford is the four
wheel drive. Pros are. Relatively smooth, quiet ride. Safe in winter on bad roads due to 4WD.
Comfortably fits two car seats in crew cab back row. Cons are: some paint has flaked off the
exterior, otherwise has held up well over the years. Can be difficult to lift out infant car seat
from base due to cab height. This is my daily driver and it has always been very reliable. The
only issues I have experienced with it is the axles have gone bad. But they were easy to
diagnose and get fixed in a quick and efficient manner. I have over , miles on it and it's always
ready to start right up. When they say Ford tough they mean it!!! My vehicle is a Ford F truck. I
love it. I bought it new in I love my vehicle because it not only is a truck but it is built tough, it is
very dependable and easy on gas when going on long trips. So far I have not had an issues or
trouble with my vehicle, I have heard nothing but good reviews about my vehicle. It ranks
number one as far as a reliable, dependable, long lasting trucks in America. One cannot wrong
when choosing a Dodge ram, most trucks would ride rough and be so uncomfortable but this is
the most smooth driving and comfy truck I have ever owned. I am extremely happy with my
vehicle. I've owned my truck for 13 years and have only had minor repairs made to it. Examples
of the repairs I've made are alternator, starter, front wheel bearing and ball joints. I consider that
to be pretty good for a 17 year old vehicle that I bought used. I have kept it maintained with tune
ups and oil changes. Other expenses I've had are tires and brake pads. I daily drive my vehicle

currently at around miles a week. It runs the same today as it did when I bought it. I would
suggest to anyone looking for a truck to go look at a ford you won't regret it. My vehicle has
over , miles and has only had some trouble in the past two years. At this point, the repairs have
been worth keeping the vehicle rather than trading it in on a newer vehicle. Issues have
included radiator replacement, all new spark plugs and coils, new intake manifold, and new
thermostat. I haven't had any problems with my f just the normal maintenance like oil changes,
breather. It's not as comfortable or roomy like my f super duty gas mileage isn't that great but I
also pull a cargo trailer daily. The pedals do adjust for me that's the best feature of the truck
considering I am only 4'11' tall. I bought my Ford F pickup brand new, right off of the lot in
November It has been and continues to be very resourceful and reliable. Have I had some
expenses and repairs - absolutely. But, my truck has over K miles on it, so what would you
expect. I have been very pleased with this truck and would recommend a Ford vehicle to
anyone. For it is mileage and my back of some maintenance, it has been the longest lasting
vehicle I have had I have been able to do all the repair myself. I have also wrecked my truck into
a building and it still ran afterwards. It is a great work truck and I hope to have it for many more
years. Stable in all weather, rarely gets stuck. Sufficiently comfortable for me, not so much for
my wife. Cabin roomy. Gets decent gas mileage. I have minimal problems with tire slippage.
Ability to carry emergency equipment and supplies under the front seat. I keep a small
backpack accessible between the front seats and in a rubbermaid box in the back containing a
heavy rope. Chain with tow hooks, and a fire extinguisher. I go off road a lot, as owner of rural
land and residing close to the outskirts of the city line where I have access to unimproved
roads. Among my interests are hunting and fishing and the vehicle serves admirably for these
purposes. The vehicle is a ford pu. I bought a Ford F SuperCrew cab , brand new at least it was
Ford for 3 years which save me a ton of Interest and then when the three years was over I
bought my own truck out outright figuring that's what they were going to cost when I got ready
to buy them after they've been used in out I was right after 3 years of all the truck I didn't paid
for it and paid it off and kept the truck there's nothing better than owning your own truck
knowing that you can service it I have a great neighbor that does a lot of Labor we trade off and
on for things but he's grated knowing how to fix the truck and work on it for me I buy the parts
and then he does labor that helps a lot because the Ford garage is are expensive I didn't have a
lot to fix on the truck other than I pulled a horse trailer a lot I had a engine of a 4. I love my ford f
because it is reliable,comfortable gas mileage is admiral also I can rest at ease in a flood with
inches water no problem there for me last to say the least I have space for moving stuff or
relocate also my cab is comfortable and roomy I feel an advantage over other cars when in
traffic in height I am loving it. I have the extended cab and it requires a lot of space to turn
around. The truck seems to have more than average blind spots. It has been very reliable truck
and has not given me any major problems. It is a six cylinder but has more than enough power
for my needs. I wish it got better gas mileage but 20 mpg is good considering it is a full sized
pickup. Air conditioner doesn't work and its degrees here. Engine is strong with proper
maintenance. It could have deeper back seats like the Toyota Tundra. It has a tendency to not
hold an alignment well. Also, the starter had to be replaced last year. It works good the features
are good it drives really well but the doors always get stuck so it's hard to open them
sometimes. The seats are really comfortable I wipe down the seats every day. It really is a good
vehicle it doesn't leak it doesn't run out of gas easily and I have fun driving in general. Love this
Ford F After all this time only minor AC repair needed. Plenty of space inside and in the bed for
travel and comfort level is well above most other trucks of this age. It tows great, looks good
and rides awesome. Plan to keep it for a long time. It has great acceleration, decent speeds, a
bit rough on the braking but it makes due, and is very durable. It can take multiple hits
unfortunately and keep the driver safe. Unlike other vehicles that we have owned in the past, the
wiring went out first. Our Ford f crew cab is a great reliable vehicle for our family. Was driven
miles a day and it's driving across country 3 times no problems. We still use the vehicle now for
loading items and every few days to the grocery store. It's a good truck. Overall, the Ford F has
been very reliable. It is 17 years old so it makes sense that there have been some problems and
things have needed to be replaced. I think that it is a reliable car that lasts a long time. I would
recommend this model to others because the truck is not too big, but it can seat six and there is
plenty of storage space in the back. I love driving a truck compared to a car. It's got great
pick-up power. It easily pulls a trailer. It has plenty of room in the cab and in the back bed.
Drives smooth on most terrain. Being an older vehicle gives it some issues but with all qualities
it has, I'm sure I will by a new version of the same truck. It's durable and tough, very reliable. I
have had a few problems with my truck. One, I had trouble fixing my ac but was finally able to
find someone to fix it. I took it in several times and the mechanics had trouble figuring out
where the problem was. So most of the time they would just charge the ac and send me on my

way. It would help but only for a short time. I also have trouble with getting my truck into first
gear. I have always had a problem with that. I have taken it in a couple of times but the
mechanic couldn't find the problem so I just gave up and left it as is. Other than that I love my
truck. I feel like it's reliable and it's pretty good on gas. No back seat so if you have small kids
this isn't the vehicle for you. I love that the truck has a xl bed it comes in handy. The truck has a
bench seat so that can be frustrating if the driver has short legs and the passenger has long
legs. It can be a bit uncomfortable for the passenger. One of the cup holders isn't very deep so
if you aren't carefully it will fall out and still everywhere. It would be nice if there were a few
extra cup holders. Or if the one was deeper. One thing the back is very light so it is easy to
fishtail if you apply too much gas or if the road is wet. My vehicle doesn't have any problems
other than being expensive when it comes to gas, It is a 4 door truck though. My husband and I
own a Construction company so it was best to have a big truck. Other than gas mileage we
absolutely love our F There's plenty of room for the family and the businesses. It has 4wd which
definitely comes in handy on some jobs. When it comes to performance, reliability, and comfort
I'd definitely give it a 5 star rating. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me.
Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews.
Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews. King Ranch. Harley Davidson. Search
by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Marvin K wrote on
January 16, Josh wrote on January 12, Holly K wrote on January 1, Emily K wrote on December
13, Michael Micucci wrote on December 9, Kevin B wrote on November 1, Bee K wrote on
October 1, Russell D wrote on August 23, Sharon S wrote on August 9, Natasha B wrote on July
28, Michael l wrote on July 28, Jessica M wrote on July 3, Ass Hole C wrote on June 27, J B
wrote on September 19, Laurie P wrote on September 19, Austin K wrote on September 19,
Brooke R wrote on September 19, Roberto R wrote on September 19, Vanessa J wrote on
September 19, Emma D wrote on September 19, Christine K wrote on September 19, Holly A
wrote on September 19, Catherine B wrote on September 19, Continue to Overview. Make Model
Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. We
offer a huge selection of used cars, trucks, and SUV we have something for every taste, and
every need! If you are asking yourself what is my trade worth we can help you answer that!
Good credit or bad credit, our financing department can offer you competitive loan or lease
financing options. We have a full parts department that supplies our certified technicians with
everything they need to get your vehicle back up a running. Delivering new and pre-owned to
Durant and Broken Bow Oklahoma! Call us or visit us anytime See our inventory at We have all
types of financing based on your credit worthiness. We guarantee your experience will be
present, our sales staff is on salary to eliminate haggling and to make the customers buying
experience a great one. Minimum credit score applies, and additional income requirements may
apply. Rates subject to change, based upon credit union rates. Credit Union may require
additional criteria for membership. We strive to give accurate information, however, there are
mistakes. In case of a typographical error dealership retains the right to make corrections.
Prices are not binding without an executed contract at the dealership and are subject to change
within 24 hours. Price excludes government fees and taxes, any finance charges, any dealer
document preparation charge, and any emission testing charge. We disclose all information
known about the vehicle at the time of sale. No pressure sales staff is always friendly and ready
to help. With a wide variety of cabs, styles and equipment from which to choose, you can't go
wrong. And while it doesn't necessarily excel in any given area when stacked up against its
competition, its appeal and performance average out to best-in-class status. No wonder it's the
best-selling vehicle in the world. Have BAD credit? Have GOOD credit? Call today or visit our
website: Vehicle information is based off standard equipment and may vary from vehicle to
vehicle. Call or email for complete vehicle specific information. This offer is not redeemable for
cash and may not be combined with any other discount or offer. For fastest response and best
service please call Kevin at Under the hood you'll find Ford's powerful 5. When it comes to
buying a pre-owned vehicle you want a dealership that has your best interest in mind.
Unfortunately, dealerships have gotten a bad reputation due to a few high pressure salesmen
who only care about getting a sale. We know what it's like to be skeptical of used car
dealerships and what it's like to walking off a lot feeling like you were taken advantage of. At
Meister Imports we believe buying a used car should be enjoyable. Which is why our family
started Meister Imports 30 years ago. Since we opened, we've helped thousands of customers
find a car that makes them feel confident they've got the right vehicle Stykemain Chevrolet in
Paulding, OH is closer than you think. Drive Wheel Configuration: rear wheel drive. Recent
Arrival! Every effort has been made to make sure all vehicle descriptions are accurate, please
verify options with one of our sales professionals. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.

Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 11, Manual 2. Cylinders 6 cylinders
8, 8 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with
recent price drops. Price Drop. No accidents. New Listing. Not provided. Five Star Dealer.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 23, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Best truck ever owned! With still
runs great! I use it daily and I take it on a monthly 8 hour round trip drive to Drill and never had
a single problem, I got lucky with mine since I bought it for 2 grand. I love driving stick shift and
the 4. I currently get about 22 on highway and 15 in town. My dad really like my pick up that he
bought one for himself and my brother. All of our fords have well over and we trust them dearly.
About a month ago I bought my second f for my wife while Im gone for 6 months, she had 92
Chevy Silverado but we started having trust issues with it since it overheated. I have had Chevy,
dodge and Ford trucks from half tons to 1 tons and this model f has been the most reliable and
trustworthy truck I have ever owned. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Autozone repair guide for your wiring diagrams overall electrical wiring
diagram overall electrical wiring diagram 1. Written for dealership mechanics this wiring
diagram shows you how to follow the wiring from bumper to bumper. Can i get a wiring diagram
answered by a verified ford mechanic. We use cookies to give you the best possible experience
on our website. Variety of ford f wiring diagram. It will help you understand connector
configurations and locate and identify circuits relays and grounds. I need the wiring diagram for
a f 54l 4x4 for the maf so i can see which two wires to use for the iat. The automotive wiring
harness in a ford f is becoming increasing more complicated and more difficult to identifycop
this deal. We have collected several images with any luck this picture works for you and help
you in locating the solution you are looking for. A wiring diagram is a streamlined conventional
pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. Whether youre a novice ford f enthusiast an expert ford
f mobile electronics installer or a ford f fan with a ford f a remote start wiring diagram can save
yourself a lot of time. It shows the parts
holden barina 2007 manual
1998 lasabre
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of the circuit as streamlined shapes as well as the power and signal connections in between
the tools. Whether your an expert ford mobile electronics installer ford racing fanatic or a
novice ford enthusiast with a ford f truck a ford car stereo wiring diagram can save yourself a
lot of time. Automotive wiring in ford vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to identify
due to the installation of more advanced factorycop this deal. Attempt to start starter engaged
normal speedno start. A wiring diagram is a simplified conventional pictorial depiction of an
electric circuit. Variety of ford f trailer wiring diagram. It shows the components of the circuit as
simplified forms and also the power and also signal links between the tools. Posting Komentar.
Bagikan Artikel ini. Belum ada Komentar untuk "30 F Wiring Diagram". Langganan: Posting

Komentar Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah
Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer.

